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Dear Henry:

I feel very mch privileged to have an opportunity of reviewing your
entitled'rSerial electrocardiographic changes in myocardial
infarttionm. I am about to l"eave country for a 4 week's tour through

manuscript

U.S. plus Halifax and have managed
so far.

Your idea and

onLy

to

scan your paper very quickty

principle is quite interesting and attractive, too.
exanining and publishing. Your selfcriticism of
only with the infarcts and using linear
is understandable. However, the linear
is, although having many weak points, one of
tool in diagnostics logics and has been used in

Certainly it is worth
conparing the normals
discrirninant function
discriminant function
the nost standardized

EKG diagnosing works by various gioups including ours. As f,ar as
you are using this discrininant function, comparison can be made only
among 2 or 3 groups. If you have 4 groups to be compared, 6 sets
of discriminant function are needed; l0 for 5 groups, and, 28 for 8 groups.
This is one of the weakpoints of the discriminant function approach.

better cornpromise in this regard and try publishing your idea
an appropriate, internationally reknown journal., Circulation for
example, at the soonest possible chance.

Perpaps you

in

Du. Toshiyuki Furukawa, a good friend of mine, of the First Dept. of
Medicine, Osaka Univ., have been publishing works (on,ly ia Japanese
unfortunately) aging trends of healthy population in terms PSP
(renal function), vision and so on. He promised me to send the reprints
and I will bring them to Hanover aLong with me to show and explain
about them to you.

I witl stop in the twin cities for one night during your staying r.
if tirne permits, try to visit Ernst reportedly being hospitalifed
in Mt. Sinair. He agrees to accept Dr. Kohno of our Labo. as a replacement
of Dr. Nishijima. Dr. Kohno wiLl arrive at the Stadium at the end of
August and I would appreciate yourdoing as much favor to hin as to rne.
away and

Regards,

qhr,ft-44
Mitsuharu Okaj ima, M .D .

